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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents a method to extract existing speech features in dynamic time warping path 
which originally was derived from LPC. This extracted feature coefficients represent as an input 
for neural network back-propagation. The coefficients are normalized with respect to the 
reference pattern according to the average number of frames over the samples recorded. This is 
due to neural network (NN) limitation where a fixed amount of input nodes are needed for every 
input class. The new feature processing used the famous frame matching technique, which is 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) to fix the input size to a fix number of input vectors. The LPC 
features vectors are aligned between the source frames to the template using our DTW frame 
fixing (DTW-FF) algorithm. By doing frame fixing, the source and template frames are adjusted 
so that they have the same number of frames. The speech recognition is performed using the 
back-propagation neural network (BPNN) algorithm to enhance the recognition performance. 
The results compare DTW using LPC coefficients to BPNN with DTW-FF coefficients. Added 
pitch feature investigate the improvement made to the previous experiment using different 
number of hidden neurons. 
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